Global Antitrust Law Economics University Casebook
global antitrust law & economics llm most cited antitrust ... - the global antitrust institute (gai) scalia
law students have unparalleled access to lec and gai activities, which include hosting academic conferences
and roundtables, providing judicial education programs, and fostering research in the areas of antitrust law
and economics. the law and economics center (lec) is a nexus for academic research and global antitrust
institute at george mason law school - 1 the global antitrust institute (gai), a division of the antonin scalia
law school at george mason university, is a leading international platform for economic education and research
that focuses upon the legal and economic analysis of key antitrust issues confronting competition agencies
and courts around the world. comment of the global antitrust institute, george mason ... - 1 the global
antitrust institute ... it is axiomatic in economics and in antitrust law that the “charging of monopoly prices . . .
is . . . what attracts ‘business acumen’ in comment of the global antitrust institute, antonin scalia ... - 1
the global antitrust institute (gai), a division of the antonin scalia law school at george mason university (scalia
law), is a leading international platform for economic education and research that focuses upon the legal and
economic analysis of key antitrust issues confronting competition agencies and courts around the world.
global antitrust institute economics institute for ... - global antitrust institute economics institute for
competition judges javaé room, all class tuesday, 13 october sessions monday, july 13 global antitrust institute
economics institute for competition judges 13:15 – 15:00 price versus non-price competition joshua d. wright
director, global antitrust institute and professor of law, george ... global competition law and economics researchgate - global competition law and economics einer elhauge petrie professor of law, harvard
university ... we thus organize this casebook as a study of global antitrust law and economics. comment of
the global antitrust institute, antonin scalia ... - 1 the global antitrust institute (gai), a division of the
antonin scalia law school, george mason university, is a leading international platform for research and
education that focuses on the legal and economic analysis of key antitrust issues confronting competition
agencies and courts around the world. comment of the global antitrust institute, george mason ... - 1
the global antitrust institute (gai) at george mason university is a leading international platform for research
and education that focuses on the legal and economic analysis of key antitrust issues confronting competition
agencies and courts around the world. professor of law joshua d. wright, ph.d. reg1-0002 global antitrust
institute - justice - the global antitrust institute (gai), a division of the antonin scalia law school at george
mason university (scalia law), is a leading international platform for economic education and research that the
politics of market competition trade and antitrust in ... - antitrust law and enforcement—known as
"competition policy" outside the united states—is one of the most powerful tools that states have at their
disposal to shape the structure ... this observation prompted scholars of the law and economics of competition
policy to ... supranational competition regime in the context of the global trade ... new online program
offered by scalia law. - new online program offered by scalia law. #2 scalia law school faculty are #2 among
total downloads per author among law schools ... our online llm program in global antitrust law & economics is
designed to meet the increased demand for highly trained competition lawyers. improving antitrust
sanctions - berkeley law - global antitrust economics | current issues in antitrust and law & economics v
editors’ note concurrences review in partnership with george mason university school of law, law and
economics center held the global antitrust economics conference in arlington, virginia on may 29, 2015.
speaker bios for ftc hearing #3: competition and consumer ... - is the chairman of the global economics
group in the firm’s boston office. evans is also executive director of the jevons institute for competition law and
economics and a visiting professor at university college london, and previously taught antitrust economics at
university of chicago law school.
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